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As the development of the economics and living standard, the industry of animation 
has become one of the most important components of the national economy. The 
enterprise and its marketing strategies play an important role in promoting the 
development of this industry. Moreover, the development of animation industry creates 
numerous world-known brands and has brought infinite business opportunities. 
In the recent years, although our country’s animation industry improved a lot, its 
animation enterprise still has many problems in marketing, which cannot satisfy the 
consumer’s diversified demand. Those problems also influence the overall economic 
benefits of our animation industry. Therefore, the direction of marketing of animation 
enterprise has become the focus of academia, government and business. The purpose of 
this thesis is to discuss how the China’s animation enterprises develop their own way of 
survival and development. The discussion is based on the analysis of current situation 
and the industrial chain of animation industry. The thesis also gives suggestions on how 
to develop China’s animation industry further and enhance the competitiveness of 
domestic animation enterprise. 
This paper first introduces related concepts and theories as well as the current 
situation at home and abroad. It also briefly summarizes the problems along with the 
development of China’s animation industry. Then by taking an animation company as an 
example, the paper analyzes the methods that should be used in marketing and 
prospective problems of China’s animation enterprise. In the end of this case analysis, the 
paper proposes a suitable marketing project for the company. It is worth mentioning that 
the analysis of the animation company adopts a layer-by-layer progression research 
method, which is also a comprehensive one. The comprehensive analysis on the company 
includes macro environment analysis (by PEST Analysis), industrial competitiveness 
analysis (by Michael Porter's Five Forces Model) and marketing environment analysis 













paper gets some conclusions from the industrial level for animation marketing so as to 
make contribution to the marketing of animation enterprise in China. 
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图 2.1 完整的动漫产业链条 
资料来源：作者自绘 
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胁和现有竞争者的竞争，如图 2.2 所示： 
 
图 2.2 五力模型 
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